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Forestry and Gardening

Deforestation, sustainability and clean air are all issues that seem inextricably
linked to the consumer culture and mass population of our modern day.
They are not, however, novel concerns. The rapid expansion of the British
navy during the Tudor and Jacobean eras saw vast swathes of woodland
ravaged to provide timber for new ships. Another contributing factor to
the loss and damage of the nation’s trees at this time was the problem of
ownership. Most of Britain’s land was held by a tiny subset of elite individuals
and institutions, including the crown and the church; this meant that
those with the rights, power and resources to properly cultivate the land
were often physically and emotionally removed from the crises at hand.
As a result, the royal forests stood in various states of disrepair, while
privately owned woodlands were decimated by aristocrats eager for
immediate profit.
The books, plans, and prints within this catalogue represent the
various efforts of agriculturalists, arborologists and foresters to repair the
damage wrought to Britain’s natural landscape during the sixteenth, seventeenth
and eighteenth centuries. The solutions they offer range from the mechanical,
with Sir Henry Steuart proposing a design for a new device to transport
trees (item 23), to the social, as different writers advocate or condemn the
practice of enclosure (item 3 and 4). They urge kings, gentry and labourers
alike to help preserve Britain’s forests for posterity; in the words of the
ardent Arthur Standish, “no wood, no Kingdome” (item 3).
Other writers shy away from such catastrophising accounts of the
nation’s woodlands, and instead offer an array of advice and guidance on
how best to take care of one’s own estate. Batty Langley, for example,
delivers two detailed manuals on how private gardens can be brought to
their aesthetic and productive peak (items 9, 10 and 15), while Samuel
Hayes instructs his reader on how to avert the menace of industrialisation
by maintaining a serene natural environment (item 20).
All of these works were highly influential at the time of publication,
and many went on to become the first port-of-call for dendrologists and
estate owners across the subsequent centuries. Although sometimes their
style may seem antiquated and their methods impractical, their ecological
concerns are a reminder of the basic human responsibilities that connect
societies across time, space and circumstance. Forests may not feature
all too prominently in the lives of many of us today, but urbanisation
and technological progress have yet to render trees redundant. These
books serve to remind us of the importance of our natural environment,
and the beauty and benefits that we stand to gain from treating it with
care, respect and understanding.

Agricultural secrets of the sixteenth century
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[ZOPPINO, Niccolò]
Operetta nova de cose stupende
in agricultura vere.
Publication
[Venice, Niccolò Zoppino, c1520].
Description
Octavo (135 by 82,mm), [2], [13]pp,
additional title-page with woodcut
illustration, woodcut initials, title-page
closely trimmed affecting text, ex libris to
upper pastedown, library stamp to free
endpaper, later blue morocco backed green
paper boards, rubbed.
References
For Zoppino’s biography see Baldacchini, in
Dizionario Biografico degli Italiani, vol. 88,
2017; Crimi, ‘Un ricettario cinquecentesco
ritrovato: l’Operetta nova molto
piacevolissima stampata dallo Zoppino’, in
Recipe… Pratiche mediche, cosmetiche e
culnarie attraverso i testi (secoli XIV-XVI),
2012, pp.77-113; EDIT 16 CNCE 66505
(earlier edition); Harris, Review of ‘Alle
origini dell’editoria volgare. Nicolò Zoppino
da Ferrara a Venezia. Annali (1503-1544)
by Lorenzo Baldacchini’, in The Library: The
Transactions of the Bibliographical Society
14, no. 2, 2013, pp.213-217.

£9,000.00

A charming little handbook of agrarian tricks aimed at the early sixteenthcentury Italian public. Unsurprisingly, due to its diminutive size, the text is
extremely scarce.
In the preface, the author explains that he is answering the many
readers’ requests for “some experiments in the art of agriculture” with a list
of 25 formulas that range from keeping roses fresh to killing bugs. Amongst
the most curious instructions are for growing large fruits by fertilising
plants with goats’ milk and for growing white pomegranate by putting clay
and plaster at the plant’s roots for three years. Others are most useful, such
as how to grow seedless grapes, ripen figs quickly and how to make fennel
grow sweet.
This text belongs to the genre of ‘Books of Secrets’ (Libri di Secreti,
or Ricettari), which was a series of technical manuals in Latin that originated
in Medieval times. With the invention of printing, editions started to
appear in vernacular languages and covered subjects such as medicine,
cosmetics, domestic management and food preservation. The recipes were
rarely original as they were almost always transmitted from one edition to
another, some surviving for centuries. Nearly half of the recipes in the
present volume also appear in another manual published by Zoppino,
‘Operetta Nova molto Piacevolissima et da ridere de Arte manuale…’,
1517, which counts 59 recipes including cosmetic and medical ones.
Niccolò D’Aristotele de’ Rossi, known as ‘Zoppino’, presumably for
his limp, was born in Ferrara in the 1470s. He became one of the most
prolific and inventive publishers in early sixteenth century Italy, starting his
career in nearby Bologna where his first printed work appeared in 1503. In
1505 he relocated to Venice, the heart of the burgeoning publishing industry,
where he worked with local printers as well as publishers in Milan, Pesaro
and Ancona. From 1513 to 1524 he partnered with the Venetian printer
Vincenzo di Polo, and together they published over 100 booklets relating
to court literature, popular culture, translations of classical works and
chivalric romances. The pair was famously arrested for three months for
the printing and publishing of a ‘Barzelletta’ (a satirical poem) against
Venice after the Battle of Agnadello, where the Venetians were defeated by
the French. From 1525 to 1544 Zoppino established his own printing press
and published over 250 works on popular literature, poems, theatre, as well
as embroidery manuals. He owned bookshops in Ravenna and Faenza, and
travelled throughout Italy to participate in book fairs and acquire stock.
One of his most famous surviving publications is Bordone’s ‘Isolario’, first
published in 1528, which offered a guide to islands and peninsulas.
Small in size and avidly read at the time, many of Zoppino’s books
often survive in only a handful of examples. The present work is no exception.

We are only able to trace one institutional example of the present
work: Fondazione Giorgio Cini Onlus in Venice, which bears a variant title.
Provenance
Bookplate of J. Charles Barnel.

“See that your vines are well married”
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[COPLAND, William], attributed to
Here begynneth the Boke of the
Arte of Crafte of Graffynge... and
Plantyng of Trees.
Publication
London, in Lothbery over agaist S. Margarets
Church by me Wyllyam Copland, [c1565].
Description
Small quarto (186 by 135mm), [16]pp, woodcut
frontispiece, manuscript annotations,
some minor browning, leaves with marginal
restoration, library stamp to upper pastedown,
later calf.
References
Dibdin, ‘Typographical antiquities’, (1816);
Gameson, et al., ‘The Cambridge History of
the Book in Britain’, (Cambridge University
Press, 1998); Hunt, ‘Elegiac Grafting in
Pomona’s Orchard: Ovid, Metamorphoses
14. 623-771’, (Materiali e Discussioni per
L’analisi Dei Testi Classici, 2010); Mudge,
‘A History of Grafting - Horticulture and
Landscape Architecture’, (Horticultural
Reviews, 2009); Pollard, ‘Hand-lists of
books printed by London printers, 15011556’, (Bibliographical Society, 1913);
Tedder, Erler, ‘Copland, William (d. 1569),
printer’, (Oxford Dictionary of National
Biography, 2004).

£40,000.00

This extremely rare book is an early example of a gardening manual,
offering advice and guidance on how to produce and preserve the finest
trees. It was printed, and probably written, by William Copland (d1569),
a relative of the more famous printer, Robert Copland (fl1508-1547),
who worked with William Caxton. In this text, Copland focuses on the
ancient art of grafting, which involved fusing together two plants to
continue their growth as one. European agriculturists had been practising
grafting from the Classical period onwards, and in the intervening
millenia the process had attained a symbolic status. The convergence and
subsequent unity of two elements naturally translated into an analogy for
love and sex, which resulted in the prominence of grafting in literature
and art. Cato the Elder had even advised his readers to “see that your
vines are well married” (arbores facito uti bene maritae sint).
Naturally, after the invention and rise of the printing press, horticultural
enthusiasts couldn’t wait to publish books on the subject. One of the
earliest examples is William Lawson’s 1618 volume ‘A New Orchard and
Garden’, which featured much information about grafting. Copland’s
book, first published in 1563, focuses almost exclusively on the process,
although it also includes a short treatise on the seasons of the year and
the four elements at the end. Copland writes in short paragraphs, which
cater to every conceivable desire one could have for a fruit tree. He
advises how to graft two plants “if thou wilt have a tree beare divers
fruytes”, “if thou wilt have frutes of dyvers coloures” and “if thou wylt
that a vyne beare white grapes”; yet the common misconceptions of the
day are not entirely avoided in Copland’s study. One can only imagine
how successful the following instruction would prove:
“If thou wilt plante an almode tree or walnot tree, or a Cherie tree
or a peche tre, put the kernels of which thou wilt in water four days, and
than put many kernelles together in to ye earth”.
Rare: we have been unable to trace any other example: beyond
Pollard’s 1913 ‘Hand-Lists of English Printers’ and Dibdin’s 1816
‘Typographical Antiquities’, there does not appear to be any record of
this text at all.

“No wood no kingdome”
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[STANDISH, Arthur]
The Commons Complaint wherein
is Contained Two Speciall
Grievances: The First, the
Generall Destruction and Waste
of Woods in this Kingdome, with
a Remedy for the Same... the
Second Grievance is the Extreme
Dearth of Victuals.
Publication
London, William Stansby, 1611.
Description
Small quarto (180 by 140mm), [16], 1-32pp,
43-50pp, one folding plate, woodcut royal arms,
initials and decoration, library stamp to upper
and lower pastedown, mottled calf, gilt.
References
ESTC S117779; Fussell p.33; Goldsmiths’
401; Henrey, B. ‘British botanical and
horticultural literature before 1800’, 352;
McRae, Andrew, God Speed the Plough: The
Representation of Agrarian England, 15001660 (Cambridge University Press, 2002).

£5,000.00

Standish’s plea to England to plant more trees, in order to avoid ecological
and political collapse of the English state.
Late Elizabethan and early Jacobean discourse was greatly concerned
with the uncurbed felling of trees that was taking place throughout the
realm, the ramifications of which were discussed in both political as well
as ecological terms. Arthur Standish (fl1562-1615), who became
alarmed at the extent of the deforestation he witnessed when travelling
around England, was one of the many writers who contributed to the
debate, publishing a series of works about his findings.
‘The Commons’ Complaint’, 1611, was his first book, as here. The
pamphlet, in strikingly modern clear prose, sees Standish seeking to draw
James I’s attention to the urgent need for renewable resources. “All are
given to take the profit present, but few or none at all regard the posteritie
or future times”. He goes on to urge the growing of fruit trees in order to
improve food security; the planting of timber trees in headlands and hedges,
in order to increase resources, otherwise (no wood no kingdome); the
destruction of vermin; finally dealing with rural poverty.
So impressed was the king that the work received a licence from
James I, which appeared as a preface in his later works, such as the ‘New
Directions of Experience of the Commons’, published in 1613 (item 5).

“Surveyors are odious to farmers”
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C[HURCHE], R[ooke]
An Olde Thrift newly Revived,
Wherein is declared the manner
of planting, preserving, and
husbanding yong trees of divers
kindes for timber and fuell. And of
sowing acornes, chesnuts, beechmast, the seedes of elmes, ashenkeyes, &c. With the commodities
and discommodities of inclusing
decayed forrests, commons, and
waste grounds. And also the use
of a small portable instrument for
measuring of board,and the solid
content and height of any tree
standing. Discoursed in dialogued
betweene a surveyour, woodward,
gentleman, and a farmer.
Publication
London, Printed by W.S. for Richard
Moore, and are to be sold at his shop in St.
Dunstanes Chuchyard, 1612.
Description
First edition, quarto (175 by 125mm), [6],
1-108pp, [4]pp with a table of contents, one
folding woodcut plate of an instrument,
woodcut initials, decoration and diagrams
throughout, occasional minor browning
and spotting to margins, library stamp to
upper and lower pastedown, later tanned
calf, gilt.
References
Loudon, ‘Arboretum Et Fruticetum
Britannicum’, (1838); McDonald, ‘The
Literature of Forestry and Agroforestry’,
(Cornell University Press, 1996); Tittensor,
‘Shades of Green: An Environmental
and Cultural History of Sitka Spruce’,
(Windgather Press, 2016); Weixel, ‘The
Forest and Social Change in Early Modern
English Literature, 1590-1700’, (University
of Minnesota, 2009).

£12,000.00

Churche contributes to the ongoing debate in the seventeenth century
over the problem of the kingdom’s forests. England’s natural resources
had gradually been depleted throughout the previous century by the
expansion of the British navy, as well as its the failure to properly
preserve woodlands. With the upcoming Civil Wars, this tragedy was
fated to continue indefinitely, but was already a contentious topic during
Churche’s time, with many parties weighing in on how the problem could
be solved.
Churche’s treatise is presented in the form of a dialogue between a
surveyor, and a “woodward”, warden of the wood. The surveyor advocates
enclosure as a means of maintaining England’s forests, claiming that it
will “converteth all such bad and wast grounds to be good and profitable”.
After 11 pages of discussion, his interlocutors are eventually won over,
with the woodward conceding that the royal forests should be privatised
to ensure their proper care.
As well as a lengthy discourse on the cultivation of acorns, and
advice on preserving certain trees, Churche also addresses the common
anxiety about the growing number of unfamiliar seeds being introduced
from abroad. The final section of the book is dedicated to a measuring
instrument, which the surveyor assures his companions can be used by
anyone with “any understanding in the science of Arithmeticke”.
It is perhaps no surprise that the surveyor is the voice of wisdom
and reason in this dialogue, since this was Churche’s own profession. He
lived at Drury Lane in London, and held the positions of Surveyor of the
Woods in the counties of Leicestershire and Nottinghamshire. He had
previously served in the army of the Holy Roman Empire, and began his
writing career with a translation of Martin Fumée’s ‘Historie of the Troubles
of Hungarie’. Churche’s ‘An Olde Thrift…’ was disseminated far more
widely, however, and was considered an important contribution to the
debate over enclosure, as well as a useful guide for gardeners and foresters.
The ESTC records three variants of this publication, this example
is without “as sharking catch-poles…” after “Surveyors are odious to
farmers” on p21.

Taking a Standish against deforestation
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STANDISH, Arthur
New Directions of Experience
of the Commons complaint by
the incouragement of the Kings
most excellent Maiesty, as may
appeare, for the planting of
Timber and Fire-wood. With a
neere estimation what millions
of Acres the kingdome doth
containe; what Acres is waste
ground, whereon little profit for
this purpose will arise. What
millions hath bin Woods, and
Bushy grounds, what Acres are
Woods, and in how many Acres so
much Timber will be contained, as
will maintaine the Kingdome for
all uses for ever. And how as great
store of Fire-wood may be raised,
as may plentifully mainetaine
the Kingdome for all purposes,
without losse of ground; so as
within thirty yeares all Springwoods may be converted to Tillage
and Pasture.
Publication
[London, N. Okes], 1613.
Description
First edition, octavo (181 by 148mm), [4],
1-36pp, woodcut royal arms, initials and
decoration, original stitched wrappers,
minor spotting to margins and damage
to front wrapper, preserved in custom
solander box.
References
ESTC S95384; Fussell I, p.33; Henrey,
B. ‘British botanical and horticultural
literature before 1800’ (Oxford University
Press, 1975), 356; Lowndes, Bohn,
‘The Bibliographer’s Manual of English
Literature’, (Bohn, 1863); Warde, ‘The
Invention of Sustainability: Modern
Intellectual History’, (Cambridge University
Press, 2011).

£6,500.00

One of the first English treatises dedicated entirely to forestry. The country’s
woodlands had been rapidly depleted during the sixteenth century, due to a
combination of neglect and the naval expansion that occurred under the
Tudors. Alarmed at the extent of the deforestation he witnessed when
travelling around England, Standish was one of the many writers who
contributed to the debate surrounding the issue, publishing a series of
works about his findings. His first book was ‘The Commons’ Complaint’
published in 1611 (item 3), which focused on the process of enclosure, by
which public forests could be privatised, in a bid to ensure their proper
maintenance. Standish received a license from James I, for his efforts,
which appeared as a preface in his later works, including this one.
‘New Directions of Experience to the Commons Complaint, for
the planting of Timber and Firewood’ is a development of the ideas first
expressed in ‘The Commons’ Complaint’. Here Standish once again
advocates enclosure as a means of producing more trees, ending the first
section with the conclusion that “all grounds inclosed, and that heereafter
may be inclosed, may be improoved three shillings and foure pence an
Acre yearely”. He follows this with the suggestion that the country’s
wastelands should be cultivated and planted with trees, “for the better
repairing of the ruine of this kingdome”. In the final section, Standish
identifies the main issue at the centre of this “ruine”, namely that it was
“the nature of this Age, that men may not indure to tarry so long for profit”.
He laments that his fellow agriculturists fail to consider the future of
their industry, instead seeking immediate return for their labours. These
concerns demonstrate that the problem of sustainable resources was being
considered long before the twenty-first century.
Rare: the ESTC only identifies four institutional examples.

“The occasions and dangers of Planting,
Graffing, and Gardening”
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[ANONYMOUS]
Country-mans Recreation or
the Art of Planting, Graffing, and
Gardening, in three Bookes; A
Perfect Platforme of a Hoppe
Garden; The expert Gardener:
or, a Treasie containing certain
necessary, secret, and ordinary
knowledges in Grafting and
Gardening: with divers proper new
Lots for the Garden.
Publication
London, B. Allsop and T. Fawcet for Michael
Young [third work printed by Richard
Herne], 1640.
Description
First edition, octavo (176 by 138mm),
three works in one, [16], 1-88pp; [89-90]
pp, 91-127pp; [4], 1-54pp, woodcut initials,
decoration and illustrations, library stamp
to upper pastdown, later calf backed
marbled paper boards.
References
ESTC S108874; Fissell, ‘Vernacular
Bodies: The Politics of Reproduction in
Early Modern England’, (Oxford University
Press, 2004); Holden Arboretum, Cleveland
Medical Library Association, Garden
Center of Greater, ‘The Cleveland Herbal,
Botanical, and Horticultural Collections:
A Descriptive Bibliography of Pre-1830
Works from the Libraries of the Holden
Arboretum’ (Kent State University Press,
1992); Munroe, ‘Gender and the Garden
in Early Modern English Literature’,
(Routledge, 2017); Narain, Gevirtz ‘Gender
and Space in British Literature, 1660-1820’
(Routledge, 2016).

£4,000.00

Three discourses on gardening, written at a time when the practice was
evolving into a new science. Each of these works was originally published
in the sixteenth century, and proved so popular that they were continually
reissued they were collected for the first time by an anonymous editor in
1640, as here. The first book is Mascall’s ‘A Booke of the Art and Maner,
howe to plante and graffe all sortes of trees’, a translation of a French
treatise first published in 1569. The second is a reprint of Scot’s ‘A perfite
platforme of a hoppe garden’, written in 1574, and the third and final
part is ‘The Expert Gardener’, a text originally published in 1594 as ‘The
Orchard and the Garden’.
As a compendium, this book contains guidance on all aspects of
garden maintenance, from how “to preserve and keepe Fruit” to “Remedies
to destroy Snailes” and even “how to make your Cider”. The main work is
prefaced by a lengthy table that functions as a contents page, as well as the
author’s introduction that warns the reader that they must heed the contents
carefully “whereby they may the better avoyd the occasions and dangers
of Planting, Graffing, and Gardening, which may come often times
through ignorance”.
Various woodcut illustrations throughout the text show the tools
required by a keen gardener, and demonstrate the best forms in which
flower beds can be planted. These different models, shown in the last 20 pages
of the book, are evidence of the ever more elaborate trends in landscape
gardening that had grown fashionable in early modern England. As a
result of these grand and often laborious projects, gardening was transformed
into a respectable masculine activity, combining intellectual understanding
with physical exertion. The emergence of works such as these during the
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries demonstrates the shift towards gardening
as a serious practice, and even a profession. The second edition, published
in 1654, includes an additional treatise on ‘The Art of Angling’ by Thomas
Barker, suggesting that gardening had been fully adopted into the spectrum
of viable masculine pursuits.
Rare: only three examples have appeared at auction in the past 40 years.

“The commons are, in fact, nurseries of thieves
and horse-stealers”
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T[AYLOR], S[ilvanus]
Common-Good: Or, the
Improvement of Commons,
Forests, and Chases, by Inclosure.
Wherein The Advantage of
the Poor, the Common Plenty
of All, and the Increase and
Preservation of Timber, With other
things of common concernment,
are Considered.
Publication
London, Printed for Francis Tyton, and are
to be sold at his shop at the sign of the
three Daggers neer the Middle-Temple
gate, 1652.
Description
Small quarto (182 by 142mm),[4],
5-60pp, ex libris and library stamp to
upper pastedown, library stamp to lower
pastedown, later half calf over blue
marbled paper boards, gilt.
References
ESTC R203768; Attie, K. B. ‘Enclosure
Polemics and the Garden in the 1650s’,
Studies in English Literature, 1500-1900,
Vol. 51, No. 1, The English Renaissance
(Winter 2011), pp.135-157; Kennedy, G.
‘Diggers, Levellers, and Agrarian Capitalism:
Radical Political Thought in Seventeenth
Century England’ (Lexington Books, 2008);
Warde, P. ‘The Invention of Sustainability:
Nature and Destiny, c.1500–1870’ (Cambridge
University Press, 2018).

£5,000.00

Silvanus Taylor’s contribution to the effort to reduce England’s rapid
deforestation, urging for the increased use of enclosures and new agrarian
practices for idle royal forests. Taylor (d1667) was a “grand Oliverian”
hailing from Herefordshire who served in the inter-regnum.
England’s woodlands had been rapidly depleted during the sixteenth
century due to a combination of neglect and the naval expansion that
occurred under the Tudors. The extent of the deforestation continued to
escalate throughout the seventeenth century with little intervention,
despite the pleas of authors of contemporary publications, including by
Arthur Standish. A burst of naval construction in England in 1649 brought
the issue of deforestation to the forefront once again.
Taylor’s work extols the public to take radical action: adding a
religious undercurrent to the other reasons for replenishing. Taylor links
the cursed fields of the commons to the failed Garden of Eden, which
must be revitalized and redeemed. He demands to know “What’s the
matter with us in England, that we labor not to remove the curse, and
reduce those large briary and thorny Commons (who offer themselves) if
not into a Paradise, yet into pleasant Gardens, fruitful Orchards, goodly
fields of Corn, feeding pastures for all sorts of Cattel, stately Woods, and
pleasing Groves? All which, with reasonable labor, would be obtained”.
Taylor proposed that 30,000 acres of Dean, New and Windsor
Forests to be reserved and sown with oaks for 70 to 80 years. His aim
was to create 150 acres of mature trees each year that could be used by
the navy. He had the foresight to recognize that although timber from
New England was presently cheaper than the home-grown variety, the
situation was not sustainable and being prepared to source timber locally
was vital to the English economy.
Unlike some of his contemporaries, Taylor did not object to the
use of enclosure, as he argued it would increase the overall stock of the
commonwealth by increasing productivity. Traditionally enclosures were
believed by Stuart reformers as the source of poverty and depopulation.
Taylor, along with other Baconian reformers, took the opposing view.
The common-field system removed the autonomy of any one tenant
from controlling agrarian production in an efficient manner. He argued
“Children are brought up lazing upon a common to attend one cow and
a few sheep... being nursed up in idleness in their youth they become
indisposed for labour, and then begging is their portion or thievery their
trade... The two great nurseries of idleness and beggery etc are alehouses
and commons... The commons are, in fact, nurseries of thieves and horsestealers”.Taylor went as far as to say that the term “commons” was
misleading as it was a “cloud generated to darken all that have not a
Perspective to look beyond Tradition”.
Rare: only one example has appeared at auction in the last fifty years.
Provenance
Bookplate of Donald McDonald.

The most cited source on forest law
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NELSON, William [after
MANWOOD, John]
Manwood’s treatise of the forest
laws: shewing not only the laws
now in force, but the original of
forests, what they are, and how
they differ from the chases, parks
and warrens; with all such things
as are incident to either: together
with the proper terms of arts,
collected out of the common
and statue laws of this realm; as
also from the assises and iters
of Pickering and Lancaster, and
several other ancient and learned
authors. Treating also of the office
of agistors, beadles, foresters,
keepers, rangers, verderors and
woodwards, and of the courts
of attachment, &c. With all the
variety of cases relating to forests,
chases, parks and warrens; and
all the laws concerning the game
made, adjudged or repealed,
since the year 1665. The whole
digested under proper titles in an
alphabetical order.
Publication
London, printed by E. Nutt for B. Lintott at
the Cross-Keys, 1717.
Description
Octavo (194 by 118mm), [6], 1-435pp, [24]
pp, occasional contemporary marginalia
in pencil and ink throughout, library
stamps to upper and lower pastedown, in
contemporary calf, gilt, rebacked.
References
ESTC T122597; Goodwin, G. ‘Nelson,
William (fl.1720)’, (Dictionary of National
Biography, 2019).

£350.00

In 1598, the esteemed lawyer John Manwood published his ‘Treatise and
discourse of the lawes of the forrest’, a commentary on the legal status of
Britain’s woodlands. Manwood worked as a gamekeeper at Waltham Forest,
and was a justice of the New Forest, equipping him with a wealth of practical
experience along with his theoretical understanding. Since his work proved
popular in private circulation, the author later published an expanded edition,
which was followed by further posthumous reprints in 1615 and 1665.
Almost 120 years after it was first published, Manwood’s treatise
was reproduced by lawyer and legal writer, William Nelson. In this fourth
edition, the material has been rearranged into alphabetical order, with the
English text modernised to eighteenth century standards. Nelson’s version
was as successful as the original, and was reprinted in 1741. In part because
of this revival, the treatise became the most cited secondary source on
forest law, and remained hugely influential until the twentieth century,
when great changes in British land-ownership necessitated updated laws.
Despite its popularity, copies of Nelson’s edition remain rare.

“Regular irregularity” in landscape gardening
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LANGLEY, Batty
New Principles of Gardening: Or
The Laying Out and Planting [of]
Parterres, Groves, Widernesses,
Labyrinths, Avenues, Parks,
&c. After a more Grand and
Rural Manner, than has been
done before; With experimental
directions for raising the several
kinds of fruit trees, forest-trees,
ever-greens and floweringshrubs with which gardens are
adorn’d. To which is added, the
various names, descriptions,
temperatures, medicinal virtues,
uses and cultivations of several
roots, pulse, hercs &c, of the
kitchen and physick gardens,
that are absolutely necessary for
the service of families in general.
Illustrated with great variety
of Grand Designs, curiously
engraven on twenty eight folio
plates, by the best hands.
Publication
London, A. Bettesworth and J. Batley
in Pater-Noster Row; J. Pemberton in
Fleetstreet; J. Bowles in St Paul’s Churchyard; J. Clarke under the Royal Exchange; J.
Bowles at Mercer’s Hall, 1728.
Description
First edition, quarto (247 by 194mm), [26],
[1]-207pp, [1]-191pp, [1]p, additional
folding engraved frontispiece, 27 folding
or double-page plates and plans, title with
advertisement to verso, M3 supplied in
contemporary manuscript, frontispiece
frayed with loss and laid down, one or
two other marginal repairs, embossed
stamp of F.H. Cripps-Day to outer margin
of dedication and his signature on upper
pastedown, library stamp to upper
pastedown, contemporary panelled calf,
gilt, rebacked preserving original spine.
References
Harris, ‘Batty Langley: A Tutor to
Freemasons (1696-1751)’, (The Burlington
Magazine, 1977); Hunt, Willis, ‘The genius
of the place: The English landscape garden,
1620-1820’, (Mit Press, 1988)’; Savage,
‘British architectural books and writers
1556-1785’, Cambridge, 1990).

£5,000.00

‘New Principles of Gardening’, published in 1728, marked a turning point
in domestic horticulture in Britain. Batty Langley (1696-1751) was an ardent
architect, horticulturalist and Freemason. He was also a prolific self-publisher,
producing a number of books, pamphlets and treatises on all three subjects
based on his reverence for the natural world.
Here, Langley presents his arguments in favour of liberating landscape
gardening from the strict canon of the popular Dutch style, which insisted
on formal and regular patterns. Inspired by the idyllic gardens described in
classical texts, Langley advocates a freer form, characterised by labyrinths,
faux-ruins and winding trails “that will present new and delightful Scenes
to our View at every Step we take” (p.iii). He illustrates his philosophy of
“regular irregularity” with a series of plans and diagrams throughout the
volume, all of which were engraved by his brother Thomas.
The first section of the work is dedicated to mathematical problems
based on lines, angles and shapes (pp.2-24), reflecting his work in his
‘Practical Geometry’ 1726, in which he laid out the theory of his “artinatural” design. The second and largest section is taken up with a study
of the various plants found in a British garden, and the use to which
their flowers, fruits and seeds can be put. He warns against leeks, which
“being hot and dry, ingender bad Blood” (p.55) and concludes the book
with a vehement defence of violets, the syrup of which makes for an
excellent treatment of digestive problems (p.191).
‘New Principles of Gardening’ was dedicated to George II, at whose
feet Langley claims to lay these “inquiries into vegetable nature”. The king
was known for his patronage of the arts, and during his reign, the vast
gardens of the palaces also underwent renovation under Royal Gardener,
Charles Bridgeman. Although there is no evidence that Bridgeman used
Langley as a direct source of inspiration, his designs feature many
similarities to the plans proposed in ‘New Principles of Gardening’, such
as the use of ha-has to provide unimpeded landscape views.
Langley’s career was not limited to writing. He put his horticultural
philosophies into practice when designing the garden of his patron, Thomas
Vernon, at Twickenham Park, and also spent a brief time producing artificial
stones. Furthermore, Savage records Langley as a writer of architectural
theory, claiming that his ornamental designs for “ceilings, parquetting,
painting, paving, &c” were crucial in the transition towards the Rococo
style in Britain. Harris is less impressed, scornfully stating that “a closer
impression of Batty Langley’s architectural books does not improve the
poor impression made at a glance”. His skills were clearly trusted at the
time, however, since he and his brother ran a building school in London,
where they gave lessons in drawing, geometry, mechanics and architecture.
The vast range of jobs pursued by Langley may be explained by the fact
that he had 14 children to provide for. It is his authorship of ‘New Principles
of Gardening’, however, that won him a legacy as a key figure in the
evolution of the British garden.

Timber for “the last Age of the World”
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LANGLEY, Batty
A Sure Method of Improving
Estates by Plantations of Oak,
Elm, Ash, Beech, and other
Timber-Trees, Coppice-Woods,
&c., Wherein is demonstrated,
the Necessity and Advantages
thereof; their Manner of raising,
cultivating, felling, &c. in all Kinds
of Soils, whereby Estates may be
greatly improv’d.
Publication
London, Printed for Francis Clay, at the
Bible, and Daniel Browne, at the Black_
Swan, without Temple-Bar, 1728.
Description
First edition, octavo, [10], xx, [1]-274pp,
lacking A8 blank, one folding engraved
plate, library stamp to free endpaper,
contemporary speckled calf, gilt.
References
ESTC T11856; Fussell I p27; Henrey, B,
‘British Botanical and Horticultural
Literature before 1800’ (Oxford University
Press, 1975), 929.

£2,500.00

Published during Langley’s productive period at Twickenham, ‘A Sure
Method of Improving Estates’ offers the landowners of Great Britain
and Ireland some top tips on how to maximise profits from their grounds.
“Langley observes that, by making plantations of timber trees, landlords
can vastly improve their estates “to the great advantage of themselves
and their posterity after them”. The treatise contains much practical and
informative material, and provides some interesting accounts showing
the expenses connected with the making of plantations, including the
cost of labourer’s wages, together with details recording the profits to be
contained” (Henrey). For more information on Langley see item 9.
Alongside his promises that “every hundred Rod of Hedging thus
planted, will, in forty Years Time, be worth near two hundred Pounds”,
Langley voices some more serious concerns for national security. In the
dedication of the book, he expresses anxiety that there is such “a Supine
Neglect in the present Generation of the Estated Gentlemen and Landholders, that [Britain’s] Power and Commerce should decay by Want of
careful Plantations of Timber for our Naval Defence and Trade”.
Like many of his contemporaries, Langley feared the results of
deforestation, fretting that the nation would find itself without the necessary
construction and trade materials. ‘A Sure Method of Improving Estates’
looks not only to boost the income of individual aristocrats, but also to
secure the future of the British economy and defences. He ends the work
with the rather bold claim that “’tis the only Means of perpetuating the
Glory and Happiness of this now powerful and prosperous Nation, to
the last Age of the World”.

Apples and Pears!

11

FURBER, Robert
[Twelve Months of Flowers] and
[Twelve Months of Fruit].
Publication
London, 1732.
Description
Set of 24 engravings with original handcolour, together with the subscriber’s list.

£75,000.00

A complete set of Robert Furber’s celebrated Fruits and Flowers, with
the rare subscriber’s list giving the names of those who contributed
towards publication.
Robert Furber (1674–1756) was a nurseryman with gardens near
Hyde Park Gate in Kensington, and for many years a churchwarden at
St. Mary Abbots, Kensington.
Although both the Fruits and Flowers were conceived as selling
catalogues for the produce of Furber’s nursery gardens near Hyde Park
gate in Kensington, the overt commercialism was masked by the beauty
and quality of the work. To aid him in this end Furber had employed the
services of Pieter Casteels (1684-1749), an artist from Antwerp who had
achieved great renown throughout England for his paintings of birds and
flowers, which decorated the walls of many aristocratic homes. Casteels
designed the plates, which were then engraved by Henry Fletcher.
The Twelve Months of Flowers, first published in 1730, presented
almost 400 different flowering species, grouped according to the month
in which they flower. The flowers are elegantly arranged in large urns,
with each flower marked by a number, which corresponds to a key below.
In the Twelve Months of Fruit, published two years after the Flowers
in 1732, Furber employs the same method. Each plate depicts a different
arrangement of fruit around bowls, dishes and baskets, from apples and
pears in January and strawberries in June. A grand total of 364 varieties
are depicted. By the name of each variety is a letter S, D, E or W, for
standard, dwarf, espalier or wall, indicating its habit of growth and most
productive method of treatment. Below each arrangement is a key,
together with the name of the month within an elaborate cartouche.

Kensington Gardens
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ROCQUE, John
Plan Generale du Palais & Jardins
de Kensington Situe dans le Conté
de Middlesex a 2 miles de Londres
tres Exactement Levé dessiené &
Gravé par Jean Rocque 1736.
Publication
London, Survey’d Drawn Engrav’d and
Publish’d according to Act of Parliament,
by John Rocque, 1736.
Description
Engraved plan, scale bars and key to
architectural and natural features, lower
left and right.
Dimensions
523 by 650mm. (20.5 by 25.5 inches).
References
Map Forum, Catalogue of Rocque’s
Engraved Works, No. 9.

£2,000.00

Kensington Palace was originally the suburban residence of Lord Chancellor
Flinch, Earl of Nottingham, and it was known as Nottingham House. It
was set in a large deer park that Henry VIII used for hunting. In 1689
the house was bought by William III who turned it into Kensington Palace.
The building was enlarged from designs by Sir Christopher Wren; the
gardens, under instructions of Queen Mary, were landscaped by royal
gardeners and were transformed with paths and flower-beds at right
angles, in formal Dutch patterns, so as to make William feel at home.
It wasn’t until 1727, when Queen Caroline moved into the palace,
that the Dutch gardens were replaced by the current Charles Bridgeman
design, which included the round pond, the Broad Walk and the Temple
Lodge, as well as the planting of several thousand trees. The gardens
were opened on Saturdays to anyone who was respectably dressed.
Rocque’s plan shows the full extent of the work implemented by
Queen Caroline on the gardens. It also shows the grand mansions along
Kensington Gore and the buildings along the High Street and Church Lane.
Rocque, a French Huguenot, emigrated with the rest of his family
to London in the 1730s, where he began to ply his trade as a surveyor of
gentleman’s estates, and with plans of notable gardens, including the
present example and Hampton Court and Hampton Court. He is most
famous for his magisterial 1746 survey of the city of London, which
took nine years to produce.

Pelham’s Estate at Esher
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ROCQUE, John
A Plan of the Gardens & View of ye
Buildings of ye R.t Hon.ble: Henry
Pelham Esq. at Echa [Esher] in ye
County of Surry.
Publication
London, By Act of Parliament, 1737.
Description
Engraved plan with six inset views.
Dimensions
480 by 630mm. (19 by 24.75 inches).
References
John Harris, ‘William Kent and Esher Place’,
Studies in the History of Art Vol. 25, pp. 13-26.

£2,500.00

This rare plan of Esher Place is a fine example of John Rocque’s work
beyond the mapmaking for which he is most famed. Esher Place was
originally built in the latter half of the fifteenth century on an estate in
Surrey owned by the bishopric of Winchester. William Waynflete, who
was then the Bishop of Winchester, ordered the previous structure to be
torn down in order to make room for a large brick residence. In the same
role, Cardinal Wolsey possessed the estate, and was forcibly kept there under
house arrest until Henry VIII eventually seized the property. Throughout
the following centuries Esher Place passed through the hands of a number
of magistrates and court-officials favoured by the crown. Notable among
these was the Drake family, to whom it had been granted under Elizabeth
I, during which time it was used to hold three Spanish admirals captured
after the Armada’s failed attack. In the early eighteenth century part of the
land was sold to the Duke of Newcastle, and in 1729 his brother, Henry
Pelham, bought the house itself. Over the course of the 1730s, the property
and its gardens were renovated extensively by William Kent in a Gothic
revival manner, one of the earliest examples of the movement in England.
So meticulously arranged were the gardens, that their tranquility
impressed three of Pelham’s most prominent guests. Horace Walpole
declared that he preferred Esher to all villas, James Thomson that he
found himself “in the sweetest solitude embraced” when visiting, and
Alexander Pope dedicated a verse to the property:
“Pleased let me own, in Esher’s peaceful grove
Where Kent and nature vie for Pelham’s love”
The inset views on the left border of the plan display some of the
garden’s details, namely a temple, grotto, hermitage and thatched house.
Along the upper border two views of the West and East fronts present
the splendid property in all its glory, complete with residents arriving by
horse and rowing in the adjacent River Mole.
As a young man, it is believed that John Rocque was involved in
gardening, perhaps alongside his brother, who was a landscape gardener.
He certainly produced many plans both for proposed gardens and of
existing properties, and later became responsible for the surveys of many
important manors, particularly in Surrey. None of the gardens or buildings
of Esher Place survive today, except for the gatehouse, an original feature
hugely embellished by Kent.
This is a rare example of Rocque’s work; we have only been able to
trace three institutional examples.

Rocque’s Plan of Kew Gardens
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ROCQUE, John
Plan of The House, Gardens, Park
& Hermitage of Their Majesties
at Richmond; and of their R.H.
the Prince of Wales & the Princes
Royal at Kew.
Publication
London, John Rocque, [c1740].
Description
Engraved plan on two sheets, joined.
Dimensions
570 by 905mm. (22.5 by 35.75 inches).
References
Map Forum, Catalogue of Rocque’s
Engraved Works, No. 2.

£2,500.00

Rocque’s large and detailed plan of the Royal Residence at Kew, now
Kew Gardens.
There has been a garden at Kew since at least the early seventeenth
century. However, it was Prince George, with his wife Caroline, who developed
a garden and landscape park next to the river. After they came to the throne
in 1727 their son Frederick, now Prince of Wales, bought Kew House and
began to lease lands to establish an estate that ran parallel to his parents’
grounds. These two estates are the basis of Kew today and are the reason
why Kew is still known as the “Gardens”. Prince Frederick set about
transforming his garden to include a large lake, follies and groves of rare
and unusual trees. Frederick died in 1751 and his widow Princess Augusta
decided to carry on his ideas. She founded a botanic garden in 1759 on
nine acres of land with advice from her gardener William Aiton, her
botanical adviser Lord Bute and architect Sir William Chambers.
This example is the second state of the plan, with the imprint of
John Bowles erased, showing the full layout of the grounds. Buildings,
formal gardens and parkland are depicted in great detail. Below is the
coats–of-arms of Frederick Prince of Wales a key listing 72 places
highlighted on the plan. Above is a short history of Richmond Palace,
together with 12 elevations, and ground plans of the most notable
buildings. The engraving of Kew was Rocque’s first estate plan, the
medium in which he would make his name.

A Batty guide to planting
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LANGLEY, Batty
The Landed Gentleman’s useful
companion: or, a sure and easy
method of improving estates;
by plantation of oak, elm,
beech, birch, platanus, Portugal
chestnut, horse chesnut, walnut,
lime, service, maple, sycamore,
hornbeam, quickbeam, hazel, fir,
pine, and all kinds of aquaticks,
&c. Wherein is demonstrated, the
necessity and advantage thereof;
with their manner of raising,
cultivating, felling, &c. in all kinds
of soils, whereby estates may be
greatly improved. Together with
an appendix, of the mensuration
of timber, after the common
method; and the deceitful way
of taking dimensions. Likewise
geometrical rules for the true
mensuration thereof. The whole
being founded on above thirty
years experience, and now first
published for the Benefit of the
Publick by a Country Gentleman.
Publication
London, printed for James Hodges, at the
Looking-Glass, 1741.
Description
Octavo (196 by 124mm), [10], xxii, [1]274pp, engraved folding plate before title
page, numerous mathematical tables
throughout, ownership inscription on title
page, occasional contemporary marginalia,
library stamp to front pastedown, loss to
end paper, contemporary calf, gilt.
References
Harris, ‘Batty Langley: A Tutor to
Freemasons (1696-1751)’, (The Burlington
Magazine, 1977); Hunt, Willis, ‘The genius
of the place: The English landscape garden,
1620-1820’, (Mit Press, 1988)’; Savage,
‘British architectural books and writers
1556-1785’, Cambridge, 1990).

£750.00

In the present volume, Langley examines a wide range of British trees,
considering their benefits and disadvantages, as well as the correct methods
for planting and maintaining them. His advice ranges from the sensible,
as he warns that great care must be taken when felling oak, to the fantastical,
suggesting that a tree may grow to a circumference of 320ft. Additionally,
he sets out guidance for land surveying, explaining how one should use
geometry to calculate the amount of timber that one’s estate might yield.
It is no wonder that the work is addressed exclusively “to the nobility
and gentry of Great Britain”. For more bibliographic information on
Langley please see item 9.
Along with his other work, ‘The landed gentleman’s useful companion’
won Langley a prominent position in the horticultural circles of the day.

Rare eighteenth century plan of Eton
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PINE, John after COLLIER,
William
A Plan of the Town and Castle of
Windsor and Little-Park, Town
and College of Eton. To the most
Noble Charles, Duke of
Marlborough, Knight of the most
Noble Order of the Garter, &c. &c.
&c. This Plan of the Town and
Castle of Windsor and Little-Park,
Town and College of Eton Is most
humbly Inscrib’d, by Hi Graces
Dutiful Obedient Humb.le Serv.t
W. Collier.
Publication
Eton, Publish’d according to Act of
Parliament by W. Collier at Eton 1742, by
whom Lands are Survey’d and Maps drawn
of the same in ye. best and cheapest
manner. Sold by J. Pine Engraver in Old
Bond Street & T. Bakewell Printseller in
Fleet Street, 1742.
Description
Etching with engraving.
Dimensions
500 by 590mm. (19.75 by 23.25 inches).
References
Eugene Burden, Printed Maps of Berkshire,
Part II: Town Plans (Ascot: private publication,
1988), pp.33-34; BL Maps K.Top.7.39.b.;
Jane Roberts, Royal Landscape: Gardens
and Parks of Windsor (New Haven and
London: Yale University Press, 1997), p.145
and p.521; RCIN 701011.

£10,000.00

The first state of a rare and charming map of Windsor showing Eton College.
Although neglected by the early Hanoverian monarchs, Windsor Castle
had become a popular tourist attraction by the early 1740s, thanks both
to the castle’s collection of curiosities and the care taken of Windsor
Great Park by the Duke of Cumberland. There is an inset at the upper
left corner showing the east prospect of the castle, before George III
began a programme of renovation when he took the throne. The inset at
the upper right shows the garden designed by Henry Wise during the
reign of Anne, the last Stuart monarch. A note on the map itself explains
that the design was never executed, but plans have been made to do so.
The key to the right shows the principal architectural features of the
college and the castle.

The engraver John Pine (1690-1756) was an important figure in
eighteenth century British art. He was a friend and collaborator of Willam
Hogarth; he engraved John Rocque’s monumental map of London; and,
with Hogarth and George Virtue, he managed to secure early legislation
for artists’ copyrights. The map is dedicated to Charles Spencer, 3rd Duke
of Marlborough; the cartouche is decorated with his arms. Marlborough
was educated at Eton, and had recently distinguished himself in the War
of the Austrian Succession.
There are five institutional copies held in Eton College Library,
the British Library, Princeton University Library, Museo Naval de Madrid
and in the Royal Collection.

“Very excellent practical instructions on raising
and planting different forest trees”
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[HAMILTON, Thomas] The Earl of
Haddington
A Treatise on the Manner of
Raising Forest Trees, &c. In a
Letter from the Right Honourable,
The Earl of - to his Grandson. To
which are added, Two Memoirs;
the one on Preserving and
Repairing Forests; The other
on the Culture of Forests. Both
translated from the French of M.
De Buffon of the Royal Academy
at Paris.
Publication
Edinburgh, G.Hamilton and J.Balfour, 1761.
Description
First edition, octavo (166 by 104mm), [2],
[1]-129, slight inconsistency in numbering,
engraved frontispiece and title-page with
manuscript date and name, minor marginal
loss at A2, very slight browning, ex libris
and library stamp to upper pastedown,
contemporary calf, gilt, rebacked.
References
Anderson, ‘Historical and genealogical
memoirs of the House of Hamilton; with
genealogical memoirs of the several
branches of the family’, (Edinburgh 1825);
McDonald, L. ‘The Literature of Forestry
and Agroforestry’, (Cornell Univeristy
Press, 1996); Sabine, ‘Account of some
remarkable holly hedges and trees in
Scotland’, (The Horticultural Society, 1827).

£1,600.00

This small hand-book was dedicated by the sixth Earl of Haddington,
Thomas Hamilton, to his grandson Charles, who was eight at the time of
publication. As the owner of Tyninghame House, a mansion in East Lothian,
Scotland, Hamilton was responsible for its vast estate, transforming it
into a park with avenues and plantations. Importantly, he was careful to
preserve 400 acres of forest area, called Binning Wood. Here he compiles
his knowledge of various trees, grasses and tools into a manual for his
grandson, who would eventually inherit the property. When Charles
become the eighth Earl of Haddington, he also inherited responsibility
for Holyrood Park in Edinburgh. In this role, he caused controversy by
refusing to allow the extension of its paths and planted areas, but more
seriously by quarrying on the site of the Salisbury Crags. Despite this
contentious activity, Charles did preserve the family lands in East Lothian,
which are still maintained today, with an obelisk commemorating the
works of Thomas Hamilton.
It was not only his grandson, however, who found the Earl’s advice
on forestry to be a useful guide. The treatise was widely acclaimed in
horticultural circles, considered one of the best books concerned with
Scottish forestry (McDonald), containing “very excellent practical
instructions on raising and planting different forest trees, many of which
are worthy of attention in the present day” (Sabine).
Alongside Hamilton’s own writings, the volume also contains two
memorials of reports given by De Buffon to the Royal Academy at Paris,
to supplement the Earl’s history of forestry, examination of various types
of trees, and explanation of fencing and trimming precautions. The first
is chiefly concerned with the preservation of woodland, for fear that “the
forests, that noblest part of the demesnes of our Kings, will become
uncultivated lands” if not properly maintained (p.3). The second addresses
the widespread ignorance De Buffon had observed in the agricultural
industry, since “the manner of cultivating corn, the vine, pulse, and the
other productions of the earth which are reaped every year, is much
better, and more generally known, than the method of keeping up, or
cultivating a Forest” (p.109).
After expressing the importance of carefully maintaining a woodland,
and explaining the difference in soil qualities, he leaves the reader with a
warning about the dangers of field mice. Hamilton’s compilation of his
own paternal guidance and these two technical reports equipped his grandson,
and many later agricultural enthusiasts, with a wealth of information
about forestry.
Provenance
Bookplate of W. Frank Perkins.

I’m yelling timber
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AGRICOLA [ANDERSON, James]
Miscellaneous observations on
planting and training timbertrees; particularly calculated
for the climate of Scotland. In a
series of letters.
Publication
Edinburgh Charles Elliot [and] London,
Thomas Cadell, 1777.
Description
Octavo (208 by 130mm), [8], [1]-230pp,
several numerical tables throughout,
minor foxing, library stamp to upper and
lower pastedown, contemporary mottled
calf, gilt.
References
ESTC 137335; Henrey 409; Carruthers,
‘The Problem of Pseudonyms in the
Burns” Lost Poems’, (Studies in Scottish
Literature, 2004); Mitchinson, “Anderson,
James (1739–1808)”, (Oxford Dictionary of
National Biography, 2019).

£550.00

A rare treatise on timber-trees written under a curious pseudonym.
From 1771-1773, agriculturalist James Anderson wrote a series of
11 letters to the Edinburgh Weekly Amusement on the state of Scotland’s
timber industry. This correspondence proved so popular that it was
published in book form four years later, under the pseudonym ‘Agricola’,
an apt alias for a dendrologist. Following the death of his parents, the 15
year old Anderson had been forced to take over the family farm, which
equipped him with a great deal of practical experience in planting and
maintaining land. At this point in time, Scotland was experiencing a
deforestation crisis, much like the rest of the British Isles. In this commentary,
Anderson sets out several ideas for the preservation and propagation of
new timber stores. His writing relays a number of successful horticultural
experiments, instructions on how to effectively extract sap from various
trees, and his views on soil quality. This last point was one which later
won Anderson great renown, as his theory of rent - an important precursor
to later economic understanding - was largely based around the quality
and fertility of soil. In fact, it won him the admiration of many notable
contemporaries, including Jeremy Bentham and George Washington.
He also corresponded with Robert Burns, who was later to publish some
of his own work under the name ‘Agricola’. Whether he appropriated the
pseudonym directly from Anderson is unclear, but it certainly seems a
strange coincidence that both writers chose such an obscure pen-name.
‘On planting and training timber-trees’ was published in both
Edinburgh and London, but only one edition was issued.

“The favourite study and amusement of the
greatest and wisest Princes, Philosophers, Lawgivers, and Conquerors”
19

BOUTCHER, William
A treatise on forest-trees:
containing not only the best
methods of their culture hitherto
practised, but a variety of new
and useful discoveries, the result
of many repeated experiments: as
also plain directions for removing
most of the valuable kinds of
forest-trees, to the height of
thirty feet and upwards, with
certain success; and, on the
same principles, (with as certain
success) for transplanting hedges
of sundry kinds, which will at once
resist cattle: to which are added,
directions for the disposition,
planting, and culture of hedges,
by observing which, they will be
handsomer and stronger fences
in five years, that they now
usually are in ten.
Publication
Dublin, William Wilson, Dame Street [and]
John Exshaw, Grafton Street, 1784.
Description
Octavo (192 by 125mm), [4], xxviii, [4]pp,
[1]-307pp, manuscript inscription to title
page, rough pencil marginalia L6 and L7,
ownership inscription on title page, library
stamp to upper and lower pastedown,
contemporary tree calf, gilt.
References
ESTC T112056; Henrey, B. ‘British botanical
and horticultural literature before 1800’, 479;
Holden Arboretum, ‘The Cleveland Herbal,
Botanical, and Horticultural Collections’,
(Kent State University Press, 1992).

£250.00

A popular but rare treatise on forestry and planting, dedicated to the
Duke of Argyle.
Written at a time of great concern for Britain’s timber stores and
the future of its woodlands, Boucher’s ‘Treatise on forest-trees’ attempts
to provide a solution. The author was well-equipped with years of experience
as a nurseryman, working on a number of Scottish estates. In the preface
of the present work, Boucher lauds gardening as “the favourite study and
amusement of the greatest and wisest Princes, Philosophers, Law-givers,
and Conquerors”.
The majority of the volume is taken up with a detailed examination
of 38 varieties of tree, from the everyday beech and elm, to the more
ominously named “Judas Tree”. Boucher then goes on to discuss numerous
methods for maintaining and propagating one’s estate, including grafting,
inoculation, planting and uprooting. His guidance proved popular among
Scottish agriculturalists, and came to be considered the “most important
book published in Scotland on the subject until 1812” (Holden Arboretum).
The work ran into three editions, of which the present example is the last.

Trees as the original superstructures
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HAYES, S[amuel]
A practical treatise on planting:
and the management of woods
and coppices.
Publication
Dublin, W[illia]m Sleater, Dame Street,
1794.
Description
First edition, quarto (190 by 115mm), [12],
[1]-189pp, engraved frontispiece and title
page, 14 etchings within text, folding plate,
occasional pencil inscription to a few
leaves and frontispiece, library stamps to
upper and lower pastedown, contemporary
calf, gilt.
References
‘Hayes, Samuel’, (Dictionary of Irish
Architects 1720-1940, 2019); Henrey,
B., ‘British botanical and horticultural
literature before 1800’ (Oxford University
Press, 1975), 774; McLoughlin, ‘Review:
A Practical Treatise on Trees by Samuel
Hayes’, (Irish Forestry, 2004); Mulvihill, ‘An
Irishwoman’s Diary’ (The Irish Times, 2004);
O’Brien, ‘Building a Landscape of Super
Structures’, (Building material, 2016).

£1,000.00

Rare first edition of the first book to be published on Irish trees.
Samuel Hayes (1743-1795) was an Irish statesman, barrister,
architect, draftsman and passionate dendrologist. During the eighteenth
century, Ireland was facing a forestry crisis. After exporting its timber for
hundreds of years, it was suddenly forced to import the material, and
visitors to the country are said to have been struck by its lack of trees
(Mulvihill). Hayes was determined to tackle this problem, and approached
parliament in 1788 with a petition entitled ‘An act for encouraging the
cultivation and better preservation of trees’. Six years later, the Dublin
Society commissioned him to write a simple guidebook to the woodlands
of Ireland. Hayes, however, wanted to inspire a love of arboriculture, and
subsequently devoted himself to the task of producing an extended
treatise on the planting of trees.
The book was published the same year, and proved “groundbreaking”
(Mulvihill) within the dendrology community. Hayes particularly advocates
the use of coppices, rare in Ireland at the time, to generate greater growth
of indigenous trees. The first part of the work provides detailed instructions
for planting trees, drawn from his own 20 years of experience managing
and cultivating his estate. In the second part, he examines many of the
major Irish estates, describing the quality and quantity of the trees found
there. Hayes’ passion for arboriculture is palpable. He laments, for example,
the introduction of an iron forge in the Shillelagh oak woods as the “bane
of all our times” and refers to a particular parade of yew trees as “a considerable
superstructure”. The etched vignettes interspersed with the text were also
made by Hayes, his skill as a draftsman undoubtedly honed by his practice
as an architect.
After the initial publication in 1794, ‘A Practical treatise on planting’
was reissued twice in the early nineteenth century. In 2003, a facsimile
edition was published by the Irish Tree Society, giving a new lease of life
to the “groundbreaking” work (Mulvihill). The first edition is particularly
rare, with only seven examples held in institutions, and seven other examples
appearing on the market in the past 50 years.

One of the earliest scientific writings on Doggerland
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CORREA DE SERRA, Joseph
[José Francisco Corrêa da Serra]
On a submarine forest, on the
East coast of England By Joseph
Correa de Serra, L.L.D. F.R.S.
and A.S. from the Philosophical
Transactions.
Publication
[London], 1799.
Description
First edition quarto (292 by 232mm), [2],
[1]-12pp, [1]-12pp, edged untrimmed,
original stiching, traces of blue paper
wrappers.

£500.00

José Francisco Corréa da Serra (1750-1823) was a Portuguese abbot,
diplomat and scientist. After spending several years living outside Portugal
due to political reasons, Correia moved to England and became a fellow
of the Royal Society in 1797 under the protection of Sir Joseph Banks.
During his time at the Royal Academy, he wrote a number of
papers, which were published in Philosophical Transactions, the world’s
first and longest-running scientific journal.
The present work is the second of Correia’s papers presented at the
Royal Society, the first one being ‘On the fructification of the submersed
Algae’, published the same year. ‘On a submarine forest’ narrates the
observations made by Correa during an expedition carried out alongside
Banks on the coast of Lincolnshire in September 1796. During the tour,
he observed the characteristics of ancient vegetable remains on coastal
islets, putting forward the idea that they once belonged to a forest,
destroyed and buried by natural causes, and submerged by a sea inroad.
The area would later be named Doggerland, an area covering most of the
southern North Sea, which was during the Mesolthic (c 7000BC) a vast
land bridge joining Britain to continental Europe.
Other papers by him, mostly related to botanic and geology, were
published on prestigious journals in France and America, such as the
Annales du Museum d’Historia Naturelle, the Bulletin the la Société
Philomatique, Archives litteraires de l’Europe, Transactions of the
American Philosophical Society and the American Review.
We were able to trace one example of the present edition in its
separately published form in public institutions (the British Library).

Controversial clumping
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BLAIKIE, Francis
A practical on the planting and
management of forest timber
trees, adapted to the system of
farm clump planting.
Publication
Burton-upon-Trent, T. Wayte, 1817.
Description
Quarto (190 by 120mm), iv, 5-48pp, minor
foxing to title page, library stamp to front
pastedown, modern brown cloth over
boards, gilt.

£150.00

A nineteenth century treatise on forestry.
In 1809, Francis Blaikie was commissioned by Philip Stanhope,
5th Earl of Chesterfield, to “compile a plain concise treatise on the planting
and management of forest timber trees, adapted to the soil and situation
of his Lordship’s estates, and intended for the instruction, in that branch
of rural economy, of such of his tenants as were bound by the terms of
agreement, to plant and protect a certain number of forest trees on their
respective farms”. Five years later, Blaikie approached his patron with a
second, revised edition in the hope that he would “be permitted to lay it
before the public” if Stanhope approved. After receiving approval, the work
was printed and distributed among the tenantry in order to encourage a
proliferation of trees across the Chesterfield estate.
The treatise itself contains advice and instruction on where to situate
certain plants, the use of fences and drains, the merits and drawbacks of
various trees, and how to plant and manage one’s land. Blaikie’s preferred
approach is the controversial “clumping” method, which he believes has
the potential to generate greater timber growth, and which he implores
the tenants to consider using. He does not, however, think that all the
responsibility for maintaining woodlands should be thrust upon the
individual farmers. Rather, he advises that “extensive plantations can only
be properly managed by persons appointed for the purpose, and paid by
the landlord”, which one might read as a hint…

“The Art of Removing Wood”
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STEUART, Sir Henry
The planter’s guide; or, a practical
essay on the best method of
giving immediate effect to wood,
by the removal of large trees and
underwood; being an attempt to
place the art, and that of general
arboriculture, on phytological and
fixed principles; interspersed with
observations on general planting,
and the improvement of real
landscape; originally intended for
the climate of Scotland.
Publication
London, John Murray, Albemarle Street,
1828.
Description
Octavo (225 by 145mm), [12], xxxvii,
[1]-527pp, six etched plates throughout,
advertisement bound before half-title,
occasional minor foxing, brown boards,
rubbed, rebacked.
References
Tait, ‘The Instant Landscape of Sir Henry
Steuart’, (The Burlington Magazine, 1976).

£400.00

An extensive treatise on the transportation of trees.
Sir Henry Steuart was a Scottish landowner and agriculturalist,
who rose to prominence thanks to his novel method for transporting and
transplanting trees. As explained in ‘The Planter’s Guide’, Steuart’s approach
involved selecting a tree based on its height, uprooting it with the
surrounding soil, moving it atop a large wheeled “machine” (Plate III),
and replanting it in another plot. This worked successfully throughout
Great Britain, paving the way for much experimental work in landscape
gardening and horticultural design. The technique proved less successful
in America, however, because the variable climate meant that transplanted
trees often failed to take root. Nonetheless, Steuart’s work was received
with enthusiasm. The book was reviewed by Sir Walter Scott, who claimed
in his diary that “Sir Henry is a sad coxcomb, and lifted beyond the solid
earth by the effect of his book’s success. But the book well deserves it”.
Steuart’s own writing style was no less scathing, as large sections of
the work are given over to criticism of alternative and traditional methods.
His tone is perfectly captured by the advertisement bound at the front of
the volume, which complains “that sundry ignorant and uneducated persons
are endeavouring to impose on the public, by making it to be believed,
that they have been in [Steuart’s] service, and in that way have learned
the Art of Removing Wood on his principles, of which they are altogether
ignorant”. Unsurprisingly, perhaps, the author did not enjoy the same
popularity as his horticultural methods. In fact, his work ‘provoked a lively
pamphlet war among the pundits’ (Tait) and incited another agriculturalist,
Billington, to claim that he had preceded Steuart in discovering the best
strategy for the transplantation of trees. Nonetheless, ‘The Planter’s Guide’
ran into several editions and was widely circulated throughout the nineteenth
century, particular in America.

The Trees of Kings Weston Park
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YOUNG, S.A.
Studies of trees with and without
foliage.
Publication
Abram Thomson, Edinburgh, Longman &
Co., London, John Reid & Co., Glasgow, and
John Cumming, Dublin, 1834.
Description
Title with list of subscribers, and 12
lithograph depictions of trees printed by
Hullmandel, all but one proofs on india
paper, the final image, “Elm overgrown
with ivy”, not on India paper, with fine
contemporary hand-colour, original printed
paper boards, somewhat soiled, re-backed
and preserved within quarter black
morocco box.

£5,000.00

Trees and landscapes of Kings Weston drawn in 1834. The artist, Miss S
A Young, produced some visually beautiful depictions of the trees on the
estate whilst she was recuperating from illness in nearby Clifton. The
lithographs of the sketches were brought together after “they having
been submitted to several artists of this place, at whose suggestion the
present publication was entered into”.
Rare. We have only been able to trace two examples selling at
auction: Bloomsbury 2009 and Parke-Bernet 1949.

Victoria Park
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[CHAWNER, Thomas and
PENNETHORNE, J]
Plan for laying out the proposed
Eastern Park to be called Victoria
Park.
Publication

London, J. & A. J. Waterlow Litho, 24 Birchin
Lane, [c1841].
Description
Chromolithograph plan.
Dimensions
223 by 490mm. (8.75 by 19.25 inches).

£500.00

A reduced plan from the original designed by the architect Sir James
Pennethorne (1801-1871) and Thomas Chawner. The original plan was
commissioned by the House of Commons and issued in the 18th report
of the Commission of Wood, Forests and Land Revenues.
Victoria Park was opened to the public in 1845. The project of a
public park in the East End of London was financed by the sale of York
House in St James, Piccadilly.
We were able to locate three institutional examples, one at the
British Library and two at the Victoria and Albert Museum.

A tree sample book by André Thil, inspector of
forests in France
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THIL, André
Sections transversales de 120
especes de Bois par André Thiel,
Inspecteur des Eaux Forets
Inspecteur des Eaux et Forets.
Publication
Grêz-sur-Loing and Paris, J. Tempère
Micrographe, and Lucien Laveur, 1904.
Description
Folio (320 by 240mm), 49pp and six plates
in publisher’s green cloth folio.

£5,000.00

Rare work containing cross sections of 120 species of wood.
In 1870, at the end of his two years of studies at the Imperial School
of Forestry in Nancy, André Thil joined the régiment forestier de Paris
where he spent most of his career, holding various posts until his
retirement in 1911.
André Thill was the author of two works on dendrology, containing
cross-sections of wood together with their descriptions. The first, published
in 1895, contained 100 species indigenous to France; the second, the
present work, contained 120 samples, which as well as native species, also
contained exotic species from Japan, India, Australia, Reunion, Guinea
and Central America.

